
Cellular Energy
2.4 Identify the reactants, products, and basic purposes of 

photosynthesis and cellular respiration. Explain the interrelated nature 

of photosynthesis and cellular respiration in the cells of photosynthetic 

organisms.

2.5 Explain the important role that ATP serves in metabolism.



Activator?

 How do living things obtain energy? Plants, Lions, Zebras, bacteria? 





 All organisms need energy to live. 

 Autotrophs obtain their energy from the sun. 

Autotrophs are called producers and include plants.

 Heterotrophs obtain their energy from other living 

things. Heterotrophs are called consumers and they

include rabbits, deer, lions, & humans.



Metabolism

Metabolism is all of the cells activity's 
and chemical reactions.

In 

heterotrophs(humans) 

cellular respirations 

occurs to obtain energy.

In plants 

photosynthesis 

is the process 

that obtains 

energy.



Photosynthesis 

Energy is transformed all around us every 

day. Batteries convert chemical energy into 

electrical energy into electrical energy, and 

radios convert electrical energy into energy 

carried by sound waves. Autotrophs convert 

light energy into chemical energy through 

photosynthesis. 



 The process of photosynthesis uses light energy 

from the sun to create chemical energy in plant 

cells.

The formula for photosynthesis is :



 PHOTOSYNTHESIS

 CARBON DIOXIDE combines with Water, it uses 
light energy…………

 it produces glucose(OSE= SUGAR) 

 The waste product( stuff it doesn’t need) is 
OXYGEN



How does Photosynthesis work?

 Chloroplasts in plant cells 

capture sun light and they 

convert this energy into 

usable energy for the 

plant.





Can you explain what is going on in this 

diagram? Use the arrows as clues? 



This is the Calvin Cycle

 Water ( H2O) , Carbon 
Dioxide( CO2), and 
Sunlight are used by 
plants in a chemical 
reaction to create 
sugar(their food)

 Oxygen is a waste 
product.





Activator: Plants use Photosynthesis,      

WELL WHAT ABOUT THINGS THAT ARE NOT 

PLANTS????

How do they get energy?



CELLULAR RESPIRATION

 ORGANISMS that are NOT PLANTS obtain energy in a 

process called Cellular Respiration.



VS

DO WE NOTICE ANY PATTERN OR SIMILARITY?????????????



 Cellular Respiration is the opposite of Photosynthesis!   

 Oxygen and Glucose begin the reaction and carbon dioxide, water and energy are 
produced at the end. 

 Cellular Respiration occurs in 2 parts:

1. GLYCOLYSIS- is the breakdown of gluscose (OSE=SUGAR)

1. THIS IS an ANAREOBIC ACTIVITY= NO OXYGEN NEEDED

2. Aerobic Respirations: OXYGEN REQUIRED, this is when cellular respirations 
produces ATP*****ENERGY******



WHICH IS AERIOBIC? WHICH IS ANAEROBIC?

AERIOBICANAEROBIC WHY?????
















